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[AA1921-127]
ELEMENTAL SULFUR FROM CANADA
Determination of Likel"ihood of IrtJury ,.
On July 20, -197"3; the Tariff Commission received adviCe froni ·the
'

Treasury Department that elemental sulphur (also· spell~d ·sulfur) ·from
Canada is being, or iS likely to be~ sold. iri ·the United. s:tates ~t. less
than fair value wi tnin · the meaning of the ·An tidumping Act~ 1921, ~s amended.

In accordance with the.requfrements ·of.section 201(8) of the

Antidumping Act (19 U.S.C. 160(a)), t~e 'Tariff Commission instituted
investigation No. AA1921-127 to determine whether an industry in the
United States is being or is likely to be injured, or is prevented from
being established, by reason of the importation of such merchandise
into the United States.
Septem~er

A public hearing was held
Notice of the investigation and
Register of July 31, 1973 (38

heari~g

F.R~

25-27 and October 1, 1973.

was published in the Federal

20381).

In arriving at a determinatio11 iq; t)lis case, the CollDllission gave
.due consideration to all written submissions from interested parties,
evidence adduced at the hearing, and ~11 factual information obtained
by the Commission's staff from
and other sources.

questi~nnaires,

.

personal interviews,
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On the basis of the
by a vote of 3 to 2

±/

inve~tigation,

the Commission has determined

that an.industry in the United States is likely

to be injured by reason of .th¢ importation of elemental sulfur from
2/ that is being, or is likely to be, sold at less than fair
Canada
,,value within the meaning of the Anti.dumping Act, 1921, as amended.
1/ Chairman Bedell, Vice Chairman Parker, and Commissioner Moore
determined in the affirmative; Commissioners Young and Ablondi. deter~
mined in the negative. Commi.S.s.ioner Leonard did not participate in
the decision.
!:./ The finding of Chairman ~edell, Vice Chairman Parker, and
Commissioner Moore does not apply to imports of sulfur produced and
sold by Texasgulf, Inc. and C~nadian Occidental Petroleum, Ltd.,
which were excluded by the Tr~asury Department from'its determination
of sales at less than fair vaiue (38 F.R. 19844).
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Statement of Reasons for Affirmative Determination of
Chairman Bedell, Vice Chairman Parker,
and Commissioner Moore
In our opinion, an industry in the United States is likely to be
injured by reason of the importation of elemental sulfur from Canada
which is being, or is likely to be, sold at less than fair value (LTFV)
within the meaning of the Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended.

In making

our determination we have considered the industry to consist of those
domestic facilities of U.S. producers devoted to the mining and recovery
of sulfur.

Sulfur mined by the Frasch hot-water mining process (Frasch

sulfur) is produced by five companies at 12 sites in Texas and Louisiana.
Sulfur is recovered from natural gas and crude petroleum by about 55
companies at 115 plants in 25 States.
The Commission's investigation has revealed that the LTFV sales of
Canadian sulfur and the likelihood of future LTFV sales have contributed
to the general depression of prices and to market disruption in the U.S.
regional market where such merchandise has been concentrated.

This

depression and disruption has generated a pronounced threat to the
economic well-being of the U.S. sulfur-producing industry.
The state of the domestic industry
In their decision in an investigation regarding elemental sulfur
from Mexico in May 197.2, all Commissioners agreed that "the market for
sulfur is currently glutted and prospects are for still additional
amounts to enter the market." and that "the U.S. sulfur industry is
clearly undergoing a transition of far-reaching consequences, and one

4
in which the Frasch-sulfur producers are the most vulnerable."

1./

Commissioners Leonard and Young, who commented in detail on the economic conditions confronting the U.S. industry, concluded as follows:
Thus, the stage is set for violent downward price
competition: (1) a general oversupply; (2) the entry
of a large number of sellers into the market place for
whom sulfur is a coproduct, byproduct, or waste product; (3) a small number of sophisticated purchasers;
(4) a homogeneous product; and (5) a general industry
practice that each seller meet lower offers by competitors or forfeit the opportunity to sell the entire
tonnage involved. ]:_/
Generally we find that these conditions still prevail.
Production of Canadian recovered sulfur increased to 6.8 million
tons in 1972 from 4.7 million tons the year before.

Such sulfur is

recovered in molten form and is ready to be shipped, but Canadian producers are unable to find markets for most of it.

Almost any "net

back," ]j even one as low as 75 cents per ton (roughly one-seventh of
the current f.o.b. Alberta price), then, is preferable to adding current production to the vast stockpiles already dotting western Canada.
These stockpiles alone contain enough sulfur to supply U.S. consumption
for an entire year.
The oversupply of sulfur and the mechanics of the Canadian sulfurrecovery operations foreshadow two adverse consequences for U.S. sulfur
producers.

First, in the short run, the incentive exists for the

1./ Elemental Sulfur From Mexico, Investigation No. AA1921-92, TC Publication 484, pp. 4 and 10.
2/ Ibid., p. 11.
]_/ In sulfur trade terminology, "net back" refers to the actual
return accruing to a producer, at the point of production after all
. distribution and transportation costs have been deducted from the
delivered price.
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Canadian producer to dispose of his recovered sulfur while it is still
in the molten form to nearby U.S. markets, and to accept virtually any
price which exceeds transportation costs; second, in the long run, the
Canadian stockpiles retard price increases since the stockpiles become
economically available as soon as U.S. market prices offset the additional melting costs.
The primary marketplace considered
Because sulfur is a high-weight and low-value commodity, available
transportation and freight-rate differentials tend to divide the United
States into several regional market areas.

Each region has certain

unique characteristics but, to some extent, price activity in one
domestic market area has an impact on prices in other domestic market
areas.

The Commission investigated each of the important areas and

found that the bulk of Canadian sulfur enters the North Central States
(known in the trade as the up-river market), penetrating as far south
as rail rates permit, i.e., to St. Louis, Mo., and Cincinnati, Ohio.
Our determination herein is based on a detailed examination of conditions prevailing in the up-river market, where some 10 to 15 percent
of U.S. sulfur consumption occurs.
The net back price for Canadian.recovered sulfur-has for some
years been significantly less than the net back for U.S. Frasch sulfur
producers.

Not all Canadian sulfur was found to be sold at LTFV, but

not every sale of imported sulfur was investigated.

Eighty percent of

the LTFV sales which occurred during the period of investigation, like
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imports of Cariadian sulfur in general, were' concentrated in the up
river market. '

Price depression and suppression
A comparison.of net backs for U.S. Frasch sulfur sold in each' of
the major U.S. market areas indicates that net backs oh sales in the
u'p-river market have been lower than those in other market areas.

In

1972, for example, net backs in the up-river inarket area were about $4
per ton less than in the western gulf market area.

Since the largest

shipments of U.S. recovered sulfur center in the western-gulf area, we
are of the opinion that-it was not competition with U.S. recovered
sulfur that depressed returns in the up-river market, but rather
, Canadian . sulfur ..

We believe, based on evidence available to the Cominission, that
'during the last 4 years price leadership iri the up-river market generally rested with one or more sellers of Canadian suiftir.

For

example, three of the sellers on which data were collected were later
identified by the Departm~ilt

of

the Treasury-as-having sold at LTFV

during the period of fair value coinparisoris.

Also, in 1971 the lowest

price to an important buyer in the Detroit/Kalamazoo area, and inl972
the lowest price to ail important customer in Chicago, were quoted by

a

- supplier with access.to stihstaritial quantities of Canadian recovered
sulfur.

In the first instance the price quoted was nearly $3 per ton

less than that of U.S. Frasch sulfur sold to the same customer, and in
the other, $1 per ton less than the price of U.S. recovered suifur
sold to the same customer.

Furthermore, the Canadian sulfur, which
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·. '·

was then importea and sold at less than ..fair value, permitted the, '
seller to fulfill his contract. 'Without resort to the· Canadian·supply,
the tonnage would have been furnished by a domestic sulfur producer.
Market penetration
Market penettation by the 'class or· kind of :merchandfse det·erm:ined
by· the Department of.the Treasury fo, be sold at LTFV has .'traditionally
been cited as evidence of injury in antidumpirig cases.

In cases:',

involving sulfur, however, the market penetration test is less significant si~ce the'' "meet .or rel~ase" 'clauses prevalent in sulf tir purchase
contracts may be' triggered by competing offers, thereby depressing
general price levelS:"without excessive quantities of LTFV imports
actually entering.

But, in ahy case~ ·since 1968 Canadian sulfur has

supplied about 10 percent· of total

·u.s.· consumption.·

In the up;...river

market, it has accounted for about 50 percent of consumption.

Assuming

that the share of total sales made at LTFV disclosed by Treasury's
sample is representative of recent sulfur imports from Canada, LTFV
sales amount to almost 8 percent of sulfur consumed in the up-river
area.

Such market penetration, when viewed in the light of the special

price sensitivity now characteristic of the sulfur market and the
potential threat of the spread of LTFV sales, creates a posture of
peril for U.S. producers.

This threat has already been manifested in
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lar;ge~t

the. closing of .pne of ·the

'3;n~.,

_barge. t:erm;i,;na:j..s, U;E;ed_. t9., stc;>re,

'dis.tribute sulfur ·to up-:;-ri;vet; .cu.s,tomers_. : .

Conclusion
The sale of LTFV sulfur from Canada is a
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Statement of Reasons for Negative Determination of ·
Commissioners Young and Ablondi

In our opinion no industry in the United States is being injured
or is likely to be injured by reason of the importation of elemental
sulfur from Canada which is being sold at less than fair value (LTFV)
within the meaning of the .Antidumping Act of 1921, as amended.

Our

negative opinion is based on the lack of the necessary causal connection between the continued depressed economic conditions existing in
the U.S. sulfur industry and the incons.equential and isolated sales of
Canadian sulfur at LTFV.

Evidence developed in this

investigati~n

indicates that the world oversupply.noted in Investigation No. AA192192, Elemental Sulfur From Mexico, continues.
Extent of LTFV sales
This case requires comparison with the Commission's 1972 investigation of elemental sulfur, previously cited.

First, the tonnage

found sold at LTFV was smaller (15 percent in this case contrasted
with 98 percent in the Mexican case), both in absolute terms and as a
percent of total imports of such merchandise from the country involved.
On an average dollar-per-ton basis,

~he

margins

1./

found in LTFV sales

of Canadian sulfur were less than one-third of those found in the
Mexican investigation.

While Mexican sulfur was imported by ocean

tankers and entered predominantly at Tampa, Fla., and a few east coast

1./ The term "margin" connotes the difference between the Canadian
market price (f.o.b. plant) and the price for which the imported product was sold (f.o.b. plant) ~o an arm's length buyer, or the equivalent, for export to the United States.
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·ports,

Canad~an

sulfur is shipped to the United States by rail and over

70 percent is sold in a ten-State ·midwest area (referred to in the
trade as the up-river market).

Finally, in the Mexican case, the two

exporters of sulfur to the United States could not have been unaware
that the home market price,

which in effect had been set by the

Government, had been unchanged since 1955, while the price of sulfur
exported to the United States varied extensively and trended down
sharply during the period 1969-71.

In the instant case the large num-

ber of sellers of Canadian sulfur were not guided by Government posted
prices as were exporters in the Mexican case, and therefore, LTFV
sales appear to have been larg'ely unintentional, cer.tainly not predatory.
If any injury to U.S. producers "by reason of" LTFV sales exists,
it would logically be found in the up-river market.

Similarly, if no

injury "by reason of" LTFV sales exists inthe up-river market, it is
virtually certain that it would not be found in any other market or the
national market as a whole.

The Antidumping Act requires that causa-

tion between injury and sales at less than fair value must at least be
identifiable.

This causation ·is not present in this case.

Market penetration
During 1970-72, estimated sulfur consumption in the up-river market declined from 1,076 thousand tons in 1970 to 1,014 thousand tons
in 1971, then rose to 1,202 thousand tons in 1972.

During this period,

Canadian sulfur's share of this market declined from about two-thirds
in 1970 to one-half in 1972, whereas the share held by U.S. recovered

ii
sulfur rose from.one-tenth
in 1910 to
one-fifth
in
1972.'
-.
. .
. .. . .. . . .
.
.·
..
~

~

maintained its one-9tiarter share

o~

this market. ,

Frasch
sulfur
. . ' :·
- ..

Therefor~'·

t_here. was

no overall displacement of domestic sulfur in the up-river market as
the result of LTFV sales.
Price depression
The price ,depression which h?s occurred in the up-:-river market is
'.

caused by an ovei::supp;I.y,
Canadian
.
..including a significant
.
.
. . ' . .portion
,

thereof,

~ot

by sales of. _Canadian sulfur at LTFV, which. wer~.

and sc~.tt,ered.

Orily abo-µt 15 per:cent of the t<;mnagl:? o.f c.~~~~ian s~l:-.

fur sampled.
by Treasury. was . found _to. be $Old at LTFV.
. . ..
'

which were found, to exist.

av~raged

prices in the up-:-river market
about. $28, 5_n_ earl_y .19_70,
1973.

limi~~.d

~hen,

Thos~

·...

less. than. $2 per _ton.

declin~d

;

margin!3
'
. '

In co_ntrast,

from about, $50 in mid:--1968 to

reached a. ,low: of $27,. in

Janu~ry-:-June

This decline is of the same
magnitw:le
as price
declines
in other
. ·.
.
.
.
··.
; \;."
'.

regional markets (e.g., Tampa and the western gulf) where no Canadian
sulfur was sold.

Based on information obtained from the inve~t.ig';;ftion,

the LTFV sales.of Canadian s~ifur did not ~nderselidomestic recovered
suifur in the

u~~river

market

dur~ng

"the

gation, except·, i~ o~e pecJ1iar "instance.'

p~riod·: o'f

Treastir; I 5' investi-

"!/ :.. 'since' .1971, tlie

eviden~e

available to the Connnission indicates tha_t underselling "by reason of"
LTFV sales has not occurred.

Finally, it does not appear that the

1/ In one instance the price of Canadian sulfur quoted was nearly $1
per ton less than the price of U.S. recovered sulfur sold to the same
customer. The Canadian sulfur, which was then imported and sold at
less than fair value, enabled the seller to fulfill his contract.
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small tonriage of LTFV imports in the already oversupplied up-river
market has had a tendency to .. further .depres·s ...prices.
Likelihood of injury
With regard to a likelihood of injury, as noted above only small
quantities of LTFV sulfur were sold in the up-river market,and at
least part of these sales were 'acciden'tally at LTFv'.

Moreover, there

is an incre~sing tendency on the piirt of Canadian producers to quote ·
sulfur prices "f.o.b. Alberta," both iri the home market'and the 'united
States without discri.~i~ation.

Selling on this basis to customers

both in the home market'and i~ the United States should eiimiri.ate.
sales at LTFV.

Furth~rm~re·~- sulfur is·. a high-weig.ht low-value commod:....

ity and transportation cost accounts for a significant component of
its delivered cost'making it unlikely that canadian suifur will find
additional markets in the United States.
Conclusion
All. o_f the ,,evidence secured in

tI:i~s, investiga~ion

that an industry is being or is likely to

b~

belies a.

findi~g

injure4 by reason of the

importation of sulfur from Canada at less than fair value.
l

